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Abstract-Write-once-memory (WOM) and flash codes 
are used to increase the number of writes in flash 
memories in order to improve the lifetime of flash-based 
storage systems. An early construction method of binary 
WOM codes used cosets of a binary linear code in the 
writing process, and the covering radius of the code 
was used to determine the number of writes possible. 
In this paper, we show how to combine this method with 
non binary codes for multilevel flash cells, and introduce 
a new family of ternary WOM codes using the finite 
Euclidean geometry EG( m, 3). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Flash memory is a nonvolatile memory device that 
is composed of blocks of cells. Each cell contains a 
charge that conveys information, and recent advances 
have allowed for a single cell to store multiple bits. 
The process of rewriting on the memory carries varying 
costs in terms of reliability of the device. In particular, 
increasing the level of a cell is less costly than de
creasing a cell's level, which requires the entire block 
containing that cell to be erased and reprogrammed. 
Rewriting codes have been developed in the interest of 
delaying the erase operation. Such codes in the binary 
case share features with write once memory (WOM) 
codes, which were originally designed for applications 
such as punch cards and optical disks. 

In this paper we investigate how to design codes for 
multilevel flash memories. The main results are two 
construction methods that combine the coset encoding 
scheme with nonbinary WOM codes to obtain codes 
for q-ary flash cells, and a new construction of ternary 
WOM codes from finite Euclidean geometries. The 
construction methods have similarities to concatenation 
but use covering codes for the outer code, and nonbi
nary WOM codes for the inner code. We show how 
to apply the coset encoding scheme of [1] and rewrite 
on the components, and detail the two-step decoding 
process. We illustrate our construction methods with 
several examples, and discuss advantages and disad
vantages of these constructions. 
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The paper is organized as follows. We introduce 
some preliminary definitions and notation in Section II, 
and summarize current methods for non binary WOM 
code design. In Section III, we present two construc
tion methods using the coset encoding scheme with 
nonbinary WOM codes. In Section IV, we give a new 
construction of ternary WOM codes from EG(m,3) 
and analyze their performance. Section V contains ex
amples of codes resulting from the constructions, and 
Section VI addresses their error correction capabilities. 
Section VII concludes the paper. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Definitions 

A WOM code is a writing scheme that allows differ
ent messages to be stored in the same n cells over vari
ous time-steps (or "generations"). Thus, a WOM code 
is characterized by a pair of encoding and decoding 
maps where the encoding process ("writing") ensures 
that the levels of the memory cells are non-decreasing. 
The encoding map takes as input the current state 
of the memory c and the new information v to be 
represented, and outputs a new memory state vector 

that is component-wise greater than or equal to c, and 
decodes to the information v. Denote by {n, m, t}q 
a WOM code that allows t successive writings of m 
messages on n q-ary cells. Such a code has sum-rate 

R = 
log2(mt) 

n ' 

and is called afixed-rate WOM code, since the amount 
of information that can be represented is constant over 
all writes. A code that can represent a different amount 
of information at each write is called a variable rate 

WOM code, and the sum rate is defined analogously, 
see e.g. [2]. 

An [n, k, d] linear block code C has length n, di
mension k, and minimum distance d. An [n, k, d] code 
C is maximal if C is not a subcode of a code with 
the same distance. The covering radius of a code C is 
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the smallest nwnber R(C) such that spheres of radius 
R centered at the codewords cover the space. Equiv
alently, C is maximal if R(C) :::; (d - 1). Throughout 
the paper we will use 1 to denote the all ones vector 
and 0 to denote the all zeros vector. 

B. Related work 

Although WOM codes were first introduced in the 
early 1980s [3], interest in these rewriting schemes 
continued through the 90s [4], and was renewed in 
2007 due to the notable link to flash memory appli
cations observed by Jiang [5]. Since that time, many 
new constructions of binary and non binary WOM 
codes have been proposed, including some capacity
achieving schemes [6]. We will focus on works related 
to nonbinary WOM codes [7] and binary WOM codes 
inspired by the coset encoding scheme proposed by 
Cohen et al. in 1986 [1]. This scheme is closely 
related to writing on defective memories [8], where 
the positions with ones are regarded as 'defects' for 
the second write. We begin by reviewing the key ideas 
of coset encoding. 

C. Binary coset encoding 

Let C be an [N, K, D] binary linear code with 
covering radius R. Using C, we will encode (N - K) 
bits on N cells. The messages are associated with 
syndromes of C, so there are 2(N-K) messages on 
each write. The process is as follows: 

1) To encode 81 E IF�N-K), write a minimum weight 
vector Y1 E IF� with syndrome 81. 

2) To encode the next message 82, find Y2 such that 
Y2 + Y1 has minimwn weight with syndrome 82 and 
the support of Y2 and Y1 are disjoint. 

3) Repeat this process until the encoding of a new 
message is no longer possible. 

The main result of this method, to be stated next, 
shows that when C is a maximal code and satis
fies other maximal conditions on shortened versions, 
then the resulting WOM code guarantees T writes of 
(N - K) bits, where T is an expression in terms of 
the minimum distance and covering radius of C, and 
the number of shortened versions retaining maximality. 
Specifically, the authors present the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1: [1] Let C be an [n,k,d]R maximal 
code. If for some i with i :::; d�-I,l its shortened ver
sions of lengths at least (n - i) remain maximal and of 
minimum distance d, then at least T writings of (n-k) 
bits are guaranteed with T = 2 + l(i - R)/(d -l)J. 

1 Here, d.L denotes the minimum distance of the dual code of C. 
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Due to the interest in non binary WOM codes, it is 
natural to ask how the coset encoding scheme works 
when applied to a nonbinary covering code. In this 
case, the rewriting capabilities come from the process 
of making disjoint subsets of the cells nonzero on each 
write, but once a cell has been programmed, it will 
never be reprogrammed. Thus, a major advantage of a 
multilevel memory-that cell levels may be increased 
multiple times-is not utilized. This drawback is also 
identified in [2], where nonbinary coset encoding is 
used to create efficient binary WOM codes. These 
authors and, separately, Wu [9] construct binary WOM 
codes using ideas similar to coset encoding on the 
second write of two-write constructions. These modifi
cations avoid the maximality restrictions on the error
correcting code that make coset encoding difficult to 
apply to an arbitrary code. A different application of 
covering codes was used in the context of floating 
codes in [10]. The goal in that application was to obtain 
bounds on floating codes for large-alphabet messages 
using existing bounds on floating codes for small
alphabet messages. 

III. CONSTRUCTIONS 

In this section, we present two methods of combin
ing a covering code and a nonbinary WOM code to 
obtain a nonbinary rewriting code. The constructions 
are similar to concatenation, where the outer covering 
code is encoded and decoded using the coset encoding 
scheme, and the inner code uses encoding and decod
ing rules of a nonbinary WOM code. 

A. Construction 1 

Let C be an [N, K, d] binary linear code with cov
ering radius R, and suppose C is maximal. Suppose 
with coset encoding, C produces an {N, M, Th bi
nary WOM code where M = 2(N-K). Let W be 
an {n, m, t}q WOM code on q-ary cells. For both 
constructions, assume that codewords in W have dis
tinguishable generations, and that the all-zeros word is 
not a codeword in W. 

We construct a length N n q-ary WOM code that 
guarantees Tt writes as follows. View the N n cells 
of the memory state vector as N groups of n cells. 
During the writing process, each group will be in a 
state of "active", "active saturated", or "inactive". Let 
Xij denote the number of groups activated on the (( i -
l)T + j)th write2. An "i-saturated vector" will be a 
word of length n that is not in W, and is "less than" 
any word in generation i + 1 of W. Given a codeword 
c E W such that c is in generation i, the existence of 

2This corresponds to the jth write of the outer code in the ith 
iteration, so the inner codewords at this stage will be generation i. 



an i-saturated vector wi such that c < wi will be a 
requirement in the first construction detailed next. 

Encoding: 

1) Given one of M = 2(N-K) messages, coset
encoding using C produces a length N binary word to 
be viewed as an indicator vector for which groups will 
be activated. One of m symbols can now be written on 
each active group using W. The first write can store 
2(N-K)mXll messages, where Xll is the weight of the 
memory state vector corresponding to the syndrome 
message of the outer covering code, and thus represents 
the number of groups activated in the first write. 
2) On writes two through T, first write a I-saturated 
vector on each of the active groups. Use the outer 
code to encode one of M messages-such an encoding 
activates at least one more group. Write one of m 
messages from W on each new active group. On 
each of these writes, 2(N -K)mX1j messages can be 
represented in total, where Xlj is the number of new 
groups activated during the jth write. 
3) For i = 1, . . .  , t - 1, on the (iT + 1) write, first 
write an iT -saturated vector on any inactive or active 
groups remaining after the (iT)th write, and call all 
groups "inactive". As before, any of M messages may 
be stored by indicating a new set of active groups, and 
each new "active" group can store one of m messages 
using a generation i + 1 word from W. Write (iT + 1) 
can represent 2(N -K)mXi+1,1 messages. 
4) For i = 1, . . .  , t -l, for writes (iT+ 2) to (iT+ T), 
continue in the same way as Step 2, where at the end 
of each write, each active group is saturated using an 
appropriate i-saturated vector, and at the end of the 
(iT + T)th write, all groups have an i-saturated vector. 
On write (iT + j), for j = 2,3, . . .  , T, a total of 
2(N-K)mXi+1,j messages can be represented. 
5) Writing stops once the (Tt)th write is complete. 

Decoding: 

1) Create an indicator vector y E Ff that has Yi = 1 
if group i is active or active saturated, and Yi = 0 if 
group i is inactive. The inner codewords in the active 
groups have generation j words from W for some j, 
while the active saturated and inactive groups have j
saturated and (j - 1 )-saturated vectors, respectively. 
Compute the syndrome of y to reveal the message M 
that was stored by the outer code. 
2) For any group that is active but not saturated, decode 
the corresponding inner WOM codeword using W. 

Remark 3.1: In order to be able to encode the 
maximum number of messages on write (iT + j), 
knowledge of Xij should be known beforehand. Thus 
in most cases, one can only assume Xij 2': 1 and 
encode 2(N-K)m messages on an arbitrary write, 
which gives the lower guaranteed rate in the result 
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below. However, the more general rate is also provided 
in case knowledge of the coset structure and other 
information on the outer code messages is available. 

The following sum-rate is achieved from the con
struction. 

Theorem 3.2: This method produces a q-ary Tt 
write WOM code with length Nn and sum-rate 

Tt(N - K) + (L Xij) log2(m) 
r > -�----�������� 

- Nn 
where the sum is over i = 1, . . .  ,t and j = 1, . . .  ,T. 
Note that Tt ::; LXij ::; Nt, and so in the worst case, 
assuming just one activated group per write, 

Tt(N - K) + (Tt) log2(m) 
r= . 

Nn 

B. Construction 11 

Let C be an [N, K, d] binary linear code that with 
coset encoding produces an {N, M, Th binary WOM 
code where M = 2(N-K). Let W be an {n,m,t}q 
WOM code on q-ary cells with distinguishable code
word generations, and assume that the all-zeros word 
is not a codeword in W. 

We construct a length N n q-ary WOM code that 
guarantees T + t - 1 writes as follows. View the N n 
cells of the memory state vector as N groups of n 
cells. During the writing process, each group will be 
in a state of "active", "active saturated", or "inactive". 
Let Xi denote the number of new groups activated 
on the ith write, for i = 1, . . .  , T, and let w denote 
the all-(q - 1) vector, called the saturated vector. For 
convenience, define Xi = 0 for i ::; O. 
Encoding: 

1) Same as Step 1 in Construction I. Given one of M 
messages, coset encoding using C produces a length 
N indicator vector for which groups will be activated. 
One of m symbols can now be written on each active 
group using a generation one codeword of W. The first 
write can store M mX1 messages. 
2) On writes i, where i = 2, . . .  , T, use the outer code 
to encode one of M messages. If the current memory 
state vector of a group is a generation j codeword in W 
where j < t, one of m messages may be stored using a 
generation j + 1 codeword of W. If the current state of 
a group is a generation t codeword, write the saturated 
vector w on that group. For any new groups activated 
by the outer code, write one of m messages from W 
using a generation one codeword. In total, write i can 
store Mm(Xi-'+l+'+Xi) possible messages. 
3) Once T writes have been completed, the outer code 
can no longer be used. On write T + t - i where i = 

1, . . .  (t - 1), write one of m messages on each of 
the XT-i+l + . . .  + XT active groups remaining that 



have current states not in generation t, and saturate 
any generation t groups using w. 

Decoding: 

1) Check if there are any generation one codewords of 
W in any of the groups. If so, compute the indicator 
vector of all active and saturated groups, and decode 
the outer code message using C. If there are no 
generation one inner codewords, then the message 
does not contain any outer code message. 
2) Among the active groups that are not saturated, 
decode the inner codewords using W. 

The following sum-rate is achieved from the con
struction. 

Theorem 3.3: This method produces a q-ary T+t-
1 write WOM code of length N n and sum-rate 

T(N - K) + t L:i(Xi ) log2(m) 
r� 

Nn 
. 

In the worst case, assuming just one new activated 
group per outer code write yields 

r= 
T(N - K) + (Tt ) log2(m) 

Nn 
. 

An advantage of Construction II over Construction 
I is the relaxed conditions on the inner WOM code. 
While the rate and nwnber of writes is inferior, most 
WOMs can be used as the inner code in Construction 
II. 

Remark 3.4: In this construction, the inactive 
groups remaining after the T writes of the outer code 
are never used. Alternatively, an indicator cell may be 
added to the memory state vector to indicate when the 
first T writes are complete. This would allow additional 
messages to be written on those groups using W on 
writes T + 1 through T + t. 

IV. TERNARY WOM CODES FROM EG(m, 3) 

Consider the finite Euclidean geometry of dimension 
mover lF3, denoted EG(m, 3). This incidence struc
ture consists of 3m points and 3=(3;-1) lines. Each 
line contains three points, and every point lies on 3=2-1 
lines. Given two points a, b, there is a unique line that 
contains these points, and a unique third point c that 
lies on that line. In the following, the vector notation 
x < y means that Xi :s: Yi in every component. 

A. Encoding and decoding 

We construct a {2m, 3m, 2h WOM code from 
EG(m, 3). Each of the 3m messages is represented by 
a point in lF3'. The memory state vector c will have 
2m cells. For convenience, we organize the memory 
state vector in the form c = (a, b) where a, b E lF3'. 
Asswne the memory cells are each initialized at 0, 
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i.e., the current memory state vector is c = (0,0). 
Each cell has q = 3 levels, which we will denote with 
symbols 0 ,1, and 2. 

Encoding: 

1) First Write: Given message v = (vo, ... , Vm-d E 
lF3', if the largest component of v is one, then set 
c = (v,O). Otherwise, find the point y that shares a 
line with v and the point 0 = (0 ,0 ). If y has largest 
component one, set c = (0, y). Otherwise, choose 
two points a, b that form a line with v where each 
has largest component one, and set c = (a, b). 

2) Subsequent Writes: Let c = (a, b) be the current 
memory state vector, and suppose the message Vi = 
(vb , v� , ... ,V;"_l ) is to be stored. 

o If b = 0: Ifa < Vi, set c = (V',O). Ifa 1: Vi, 
set c = (a, b') where b' is the third point on the 
unique line containing Vi and a. 

o If a = 0 and b "I 0: Consider the vector w = 
(wo, WI,···, wm-d where Wi + Vi == 0 (mod 3) 
for i = 0 ,1, . . .  , m - 1. If b < w, then set c = 
(0, w). If b 1: w, then set c = (ai, b) where a' 
is the third point on the unique line containing Vi 
and b. 

o If a "I 0 and b "I 0: Let y be the third point on 
the unique line containing Vi and a, and let x be 
the third point on the unique line containing Vi 
and b. If b < y and a 1: x, set c = (a,y). Ifa < 
x and b 1: y set c = (x, b). If both b < y and 
a < x, then choose a vector in {(a,y), (x,b)} 
that results in fewer cell increases. 
If none of the above, then consider the 3� -1 - 2 
lines incident with Vi that do not contain a or b. 
Suppose the ith line consists of points {Vi, wi, zi} 
for i = 1, ... , em2-1 - 2) . Let J = {il(a, b) < 
(wi,zi)}. If J "I 0 then set c = (wi,zi) for 
some i E J for which the vector (wi, zi) has 
minimum weight. If such a vector does not exist, 
then the message Vi can not be written. 

Note that two writes are guaranteed because the 
weight of the memory state vector is low after the 
first write. 

Decoding: 

If the memory state vector is 

then when bo = bl = ... = bm-l = 0 ,  decode to the 
point (ao, al,' .. , am-d. Otherwise, c decode to the 
point (VO,VI, ... ,Vm-l ) such that Vi +ai +bi == 0 
(mod 3) for i = 0 ,1, . . .  ,m - 1. 



,(0) ,(1) ,(2) 

Fig. I. EG(1,3) 

[0,0] 
(0) 

(1) 
(2) 

[1,0] [0,1] 
(0 ( ) (2) (0 1) (2) 

[0,0] [0,1] [1,2] [1,0] [2,0] [2,1] [0,2] [0,1] 

Fig. 2. EG(1,3) WOM code, where the ith layer of the tree 
corresponds to the ith write. 

B. Examples 

Example 4.1: Consider EG(I,3), consisting of one 
line and three points, as shown in Figure 1. The 
corresponding WOM code has parameters {2, 3, 2h 
and rate 

2Io�2(3). The code based on EG(I,3) has a 
simple encoding map, shown by the tree in Figure 2. 
Note that more than two writes are possible in some 
cases, but we only demonstrate the guaranteed writes 
in the figure. 

Example 4.2: Consider EG(2, 3), consisting of nine 
points and 12 lines in Figure 3. We construct a 
{4, 9, 2h WOM code from EG(2,3). Each of the 9 
messages is represented by a point. The memory state 
vector c will have four cells, denoted (a, b) where 
a, b E  IF§. While the code guarantees two writes, often 
more are possible. 

The following is an example message sequence that 
can obtain five writes: 

In contrast, the message sequence below yields two 
writes: 

Fig 3. EG(2,3). 
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When viewed as a variable-rate WOM code, the 
EG(2,3) code obtains 3.108 writes, on average. This 
average was obtained by running 10 6 random message 
sequences in MatLab and averaging over the number 
of writes achieved. If we restrict certain bad message 
sequences such as that above, more writes may be 
guaranteed, but at a significant cost in the number 
of messages that can be represented at each genera
tion. Consider the trivial scheme of representing some 
nonzero message v on the first write using (v, 0), and a 
nonzero message Vi on the second write using (v, Vi ) . 

Of course, the EG(2, 3) construction only does better 
than this scheme when it attains three or more writes. 

Example 4.3: Consider EG(3,3), consisting of 27 
points and 117 lines. The corresponding WOM code 
has parameters {5, 27, 2h and rate 

210gJ(27) 

V. EXAMPLES 

A. Inner nonbinary WOM codes 

Constructions I and II each require specific features 
of the inner WOM code. The following is an example 
of a nonbinary WOM code that can be used as the inner 
code in Construction I, which requires a saturated state 
between each generation of writes. It is a variation 
of the simple q-ary t-write WOM code presented in 
[7] and later in [11]. The idea for two writes is to 
partition the alphabet for each cell into two groups, 
{O, 1, ... , l � J} and {l � J + 1, ... , (q - I)}. On the first 
write the cells only take values from the first group, 
while on the second write the cell values all come from 
the second group, which results in an increase of all 
cell levels from write one to write two. The variation 
we provide is to reserve the word 0 for the inactive 
state, the word l � J 1 for the I-saturated state, and the 
word (q -1) 1 is reserved for the 2-saturated state. 

q q 
0 ,1, ... , l2J - 1, l2J 
, � 

write one alphabet 

q q l2J, l2J + 1, ... , (q - 2), (q -1) 
, " 

write two alphabet 

Denote the write one alphabet by A1 and the write two 
alphabet by A2 . Let n be the number of cells in the 
memory state vector of the WOM code. Note that in 
the variation we present, on the first write any word 
in (Adn may be written except 0 and l�J 1, which 
are reserved for the states "inactive" and "I-saturated", 
respectively. During the second write any word in 
(A2 )n may be written except l�J1 and the 2-saturated 
state, (q -1)1. This modification allows this WOM 
code to be used as the inner code in Construction I. 



The sum-rate of this WOM code is 

log2 [((L�J + l)n - 2)(L�Jn - 2)] 
n 

This construction can be generalized to t writes, 
though large q is necessary for this construction. The 
following partition of the cell alphabet will yield a 
variable-rate WOM code with t writes: 

0 ,1, ... , l�J, 
'-v-" 

write 1 alphabet 

l�J ,···,2l�J 
.. V' ./ 

write 2 alphabet 

(t -I) l�J , ... ,(q-l). 
.. v ./ 

write t alphabet 

Note that the saturated states are of the form 
(l!l. J) 1, (2 l % J) 1, etc. Thus, the sum rate of this inner 
code is 

log2[((L'tJ + l)n - 2)(L'tr - 2)(t-2)((q - tL'tJt - 2)] 
n 

The EG(3,2) code is suitable as an inner code 
for Construction II since the write generations are 
distinguishable from the contents of the cells. Note 
that a slight variation must be used in order to ensure 
this for all message sequences. Specifically, in the 
encoding procedure of Section IV, disregard any rule 
that results in a first generation word (a, b), with both 
components nonzero, or a second generation word with 
a zero component. For example, the steps that state 
"if b < w, then set c = (0, w) ," and "if a < v', 

set c = (v
'

, 0)" (i.e., those that indicate a second 
generation memory state that is indistinguishable from 
a first generation state) should both be omitted, so that 
all second generation words have the form (a, b) such 
that a =I- 0 and b =I- O. These rules were originally 
created to allow for possible third writes and beyond, 
but since the second and third generation memory state 
vectors are not distinguishable, we restrict to using 
the inner WOM code over only two writes. As we 
discussed above, the simple scheme is just as good, 
and in the context of Construction II we can use either 
inner code with the same basic result. 

B. Codes from Construction I and 11 

Note that in both constructions the outer binary code 
can come from a more general class of WOM codes 
than those obtained from coset encoding, but possibly 
at the cost of decoding complexity. Some examples 
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TABLE I 
PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS CHOICES OF INNER AND OUTER 

CODES IN CONSTRUCTION I. 
Outer code 
{7,8,3h 

{15, 16, 5}2 
{7,8,3h 

{15, 16, 5h 
{7,8,3h 

{15, 16, 5h 
{31, 32, 9h 
{7, 8, 3}2 

{15, 16, 5h 
{7, 8, 3}2 

{15, 16, 5}2 
{7,8,3h 

{15, 16, 5}2 
{7,8,3h 

{15, 16, 5h 
{7, 8, 3}2 

{15, 16, 5h 

Inner code 
{I, 2, 2}6 
{1,2,2}6 

{2, 22, 3}10 
{2, 22, 3}10 
{I, 4, 2}1l 
{I, 4, 2}1l 
{I, 4, 2}1l 
{4,44,2}1l 
{4,44,2}1l 
{2, 32, 3h3 
{2, 32, 3h3 
{2, 22, 5h6 
{2,22,5h6 
{2,32,4}17 
{2,32,4}17 
{2, 22, 7h2 
{2, 22, 7h2 

Nn 
7 

IS 
14 
30 
7 

15 
31 
28 
60 
14 
30 
14 
30 
14 
30 
14 
30 

TABLE II 

q rate r Tt 
6 3.428; 4.571 6 
6 3.333; 4.667 IO 

IO 3.214; 4.928 9 
IO 3;5 15 
11 4.285; 6.571 6 
11 4; 6.667 IO 
11 4.0645; 6.903 18 
II 2.357; 4.643 6 
11 2; 4.667 IO 
13 3.966; 6.684 9 
13 3.585; 6.755 IS 
16 5.357; 8.214 IS 
16 5; 8.333 25 
17 5.285; 8.913 12 
17 4.78; 9.006 20 
22 7.5; 11.5 21 
22 7; 11.667 35 

PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS CHOICES OF INNER AND OUTER 
CODES IN CONSTRUCTION II. 

Outer code 
{7, 8, 3h 

{15, 16, 5}2 
{7, 8, 3h 

{15, 16, 5}2 
{7, 8, 3h 

{15, 16, 5}2 

Inner code 
{1,2,2}6 
{1,2,2}6 

{2, 22, 3}10 
{2, 32, 4}17 
{2,22,7}22 
{2,22,7}22 

Nn 
7 

IS 
14 
30 
14 
30 

q rate r T+t-I 
6 2.142; 3.285 4 
6 2.0;3.333 6 

IO 1.928; 3.642 5 
17 2.779; 7.006 8 
22 3.642; 7.642 9 
22 3.0; 7.667 13 

of outer binary WOM codes that result from coset 
encoding are given in [12]: 

o A Hamming code of length 2r - 1 produces a 
{2r -1, 2r, 2r-2 + I} WOM code using the coset 
encoding scheme. 

o The length 23 Golay WOM code produces a 
{23, 211, 3} WOM code using the coset encoding 
scheme. 

Table I shows parameters of codes obtained using 
various inner WOM codes W of the type given in the 
previous section. The outer codes are various Hamming 
codes using the parameters detailed above [12]. Note 
that the rates are given as a range, using the upper and 
lower bounds on rate indicated in Section III. Even the 
upper bound generally lies well below the theoretical 
upper limit on rate given in [4], indicating that the 
use of variable rate WOM codes for the inner and 
outer codes could lead to an improvement in rate. One 
gain associated with Constructions I and II is that the 
number of guaranteed writes increases significantly, 
depending on the constituent codes. Table II shows 
parameters of codes obtained using Construction II. 



VI. ERROR CORRECTION 

In addition to obtaining many writes, Construc
tions I and II may be used for error correction 
when the constituent WOM codes have some error 
correction capability. Error correction in the context 
of a concatenation-type scheme for WOM has been 
explored in [13], [14], but in the former case the 
outer code in the concatenation was a traditional error
correcting code rather than a binary WOM code. 

Particular types of errors that occur in Constructions 
I and II are distinguished in the following way: er
rors that effect the decoding of the outer codeword 
are called global errors; errors that impact the inner 
codewords are called local errors. Global errors in the 
outer code can be of the type (1) active group becomes 
inactive, or (2) inactive becomes active. Local errors 
in the inner code are Hamming errors. 

The following proposition gives a general result 
about using codes with some error correction as the 
inner and outer codes of the constructions. 

Proposition 6.1: Let C be the outer {N, M, Th E
error-correcting WOM code, and W be the inner e
error-correcting {n, m, t} q WOM code. Then the code 
C � W under either Construction I or II has parameters 
as indicated in Theorem 3.2 or 3.3, respectively, and 
can correct at least (E + 1) (e + 1) - 1 errors. 

Proof Note that the Constructions detailed in 
Section III hold the same for the error-correcting 
case. What remains is to check that all patterns of 
(E + 1) (e + 1) -1 can be corrected. Indeed, for an inner 
word to be read in error, at least e + 1 errors must occur 
in a subblock of length n. Further, an outer word can be 
corrected as long as at most E of the N blocks are in 
error. Thus, as long as no more than (E + 1) (e + 1) -1 
cells are in error, the memory contents can be decoded 
correctly. • 

Many local error patterns will not actually result in 
a global error. For example, if an active group is read 
in error as a different active group, a global error does 
not occur. 

Example 6.2: For the outer code, consider a single
error-correcting WOM code (formed from a two-error
correcting BCH code), presented in [15]. The WOM 
code has parameters {63, 6, t}, where t ?: 4. For 
the inner WOM code, use an error-correcting WOM 
code construction in [14] that yields a {21, 16, 5h6 
WOM code that can correct three Hamming errors. 
Construction II provides a length-I 323 WOM code that 
can correct seven Hamming errors with q = 16, and 
that guarantees eight writes. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We presented two constructions that give a general 
framework to obtain a nonbinary WOM code from an 
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outer binary code and an inner nonbinary code. In 
particular, we showed how to use the classical coset 
encoding scheme on an outer binary code in order to 
get non binary WOM codes from Constructions I and 
II. The two constructions have tradeoffs in the number 
of writes versus the amount of information that can 
be stored at each write. While Construction I allows 
for more writes, less information can be guaranteed at 
each generation of the code. Conversely, Construction 
II allows for more information at each generation, but 
fewer writes overall. An advantage of Construction II 
is that it carries fewer restrictions on the properties of 
the inner nonbinary WOM code that can be used. Ex
tensions include using error-correcting WOM codes as 
the inner and outer codes, and incorporating variable
rate WOM codes as the component codes. 

We also presented a family of two-write ternary 
WOM codes that can be used as components in 
Construction II. When used for only two writes, the 
write generation is recognizable from the memory state 
vector c. These codes are derived from the structure 
of EG(m, 3), and can also be viewed as a stand-alone 
construction of variable-rate WOM codes that result in 
three writes on average. Other uses of finite geometries 
may lead to more efficient codes. 
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